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For my fat dog, Bowser. He can't read, though. Honestly, even if he
could, he's a Pug. His eyes are pointing in, like, every direction but
forward. He doesn't even have a chance.
For my parents, too, I suppose.
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ABSTRACT
How might we leverage connected technology
to motivate a ﬁtness experience?
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It’s too cold outside. You stubbed your toe. You had
too much Chipotle. You didn’t have enough Chipotle.
There’s no shortage of reasons to abstain from
exercise on any given day.
Designing a product or system to get someone to
exercise is almost anti-design. So much of design
is making things seamless and easy for whomever
your user may be. You want to make it easy for
people to accomplish things they want to do. But
designing to get someone to exercise? You’re trying
to get someone to do something unpleasant. You’re
asking your user to sweat, strain, exert, and exhaust
themselves. You might even be asking them to
look inward and acknowledge a certain level of
unhappiness. It’s no surprise that, despite wanting
to have exercised, people don’t actually want to
perform the task. This is why, when designing for
any type of fitness experience, it is vital to get a firm
understanding of all of the positives as well as the
negatives. Why might someone want to go out and
exercise?
Let’s look at connected fitness experiences. If you’re
an avid runner, a cyclist, or some robot that gets a

kick out of how many steps you take in a day, there
is little doubt that you could benefit from the existing
connected fitness experiences. You could set yourself
a goal, give yourself some milestones, quantify some
of the seemingly intangible aspects of your brand of
fitness – all without the technology really getting in
your way.
Now, what if you’re not an avid runner? What if you
don’t like to exercise on a bike? What if you don’t like
to exercise at all? What if your sweatpants are used
for anything but sweating? There’s no use knowing
your heart rate or your best quarter mile if you haven’t
even made it out the door.
I’m here to challenge the role of connected fitness.
Can a connected fitness experience help users beyond
the point of regurgitating data? Can it motivate
someone to get out of their comfort zone and into
an active space? Body[less] Fitness is an exploration
of a new motivator for fitness, particularly for the
apprehensive, yet aspirant user. A connected fitness
experience can yield more than quantitative data –
it can connect us with others, expand our comfort
zones, and help us take control of our fitness.
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THE DESIGN
RUN2: Virtual Running Partner
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RUN2
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I want to be able to touch my toes.
I want to be able to climb stairs without being winded.
I want to be healthy.
I want to be confident.
I want to be better.
We all seek something different from fitness.
Regardless of your goals and desires, attempting to
adopt a healthy exercise regimen is rarely simple as
“Just Do It.”
We struggle.
We struggle to perform the exercises, We struggle to
make time. We struggle to keep up. We struggle to
keep going.
These barriers take many forms — some physical,
some environmental, and some emotional. There is
research that shows that adding a social aspect to
your fitness routine can improve accountability and
performance, but having a gym buddy or a running
partner can add new layers of discomfort to a
fitness experience — especially for the aspirant, yet
apprehensive, athlete.

What if they see how weak I am?
What if I can’t keep up?
What if I’m not good enough?
These questions that discourage us from opening up
to the idea of an exercise partner are often the same
questions that push us to perform. Still, that’s not
enough rationalization for the many aspirant athletes
to overcome that obstacle and invite a social aspect
into their attempted routines. We are still crippled by
our discomfort.
Motivating a fitness experience is not as simple as
making someone want to exercise — it’s making
someone comfortable exercising. If we can
untangle the negative aspects of having an exercise
partner from the positive, the aspirant can have an
unencumbered attempt at a healthier and happier
lifestyle through fitness.
That is why I designed RUN2.
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RUN2 is a connected fitness device that connects you
with another runner by embodying them into a virtual
running partner. By having a virtual partner, many of
the discomforts of having a physical running partner
are filtered out. By limiting the interaction and visibility
of the other runner, all but the benefits are removed.
RUN2 isn’t just a tool connect runners, it’s a tool to
build confidence.
For many aspirants, the unfamiliarity of new fitness
experiences paired with the insecurity in one’s ability
to perform makes trying new forms of exercise
difficult. These people are trapped in a cycle of
attempt, failure, discouragement, and abandonment.
With RUN2, users can build familiarity, endurance,
consistency, and confidence in running. With that
confidence, they can overcome some of the initial
challenges of engaging with fitness socially and
expand both their comfort zone and their healthpositive network. RUN2 can help the aspirant take
agency over their fitness.
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METHOD
How did we get here?
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The following section, Method, is a collection of
selected experiments. These experiments employ
critical thinking, making, and teaching in attempt to
answer specific questions in the space of this thesis.
Method is broken into three threads.
The first thread, Virtual Body, is an exploration into the
body’s role in a virtual space. What does that mean?
Virtual spaces are bodiless. The way we engage with
social media, have phone calls, send texts – these are
all bodiless interactions. Yes, you use your thumbs or
your hands or your ears, but your physical presence
in that interaction is largely removed. If we plan on
leveraging connected technology for fitness, which
is inherently physical, we need to understand the
relationship between physical and virtual.
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The second thread, Defining Fitness, is an exploration
into understanding what makes or breaks a fitness
experience. Why do we exercise? Why don’t we
exercise? What is a successful fitness experience and
how can we motivate one? What are the trends, and
how are they translating to connected technologies?
Our final thread, Materializing Social Media, analyzes
how we understand interaction in social media. Social
media is a bodiless extension of our identity. One
could argue that, because many of these platforms
are photo-based, there is a role the body plays in
this social exchange. What is lost between a photo
representation and a physical presence? How might
our changing definition of “social” affect fitness? That
is what Materializing Social Media seeks to discover.

VI RTUAL SPACE

/ v rCH(oo) l spās/
e

e

Noun
Any digitally facilitated environment
designed for interpersonal interaction.
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2A: VIRTUAL BODY
How does virtual space change interaction?
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Last week I wished my cousin, Tom, a happy birthday
while I was in the restroom.
I don’t often talk to people while I’m in the restroom.
Most people don’t. Something about being quasi-nude
in a quasi-public space makes people somewhat
uncomfortable, and talking to someone else in that
space kind of amplifies that discomfort.
It’s important to note that Tom was not in the
restroom with me. In fact, I have no idea where Tom
was.
By now you’ve probably cracked the code and realized
that I sent him a happy birthday text while in the
restroom. It’s not that weird of a thing to do, in fact,
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three out of four Americans bring their smartphones
to the bathroom with them (Castillo). Now, why isn’t
that weird? Why is it okay for me to communicate with
someone in the restroom via text message, but not in
person?
The obvious answer to that question is that anything
done in person brings a certain level of discomfort
and conformity to societal rules. Why doesn’t that
translate the same way to virtual interactions? What
is it about not doing something in person that lets you
break the rules?

Interaction
Zone

Physical Space
Virtual Space

Interaction
Zone
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Above: A slightly terrified
woman declining to direct
me to Kennedy Plaza.

Virtual spaces open new frontiers for identity and
communication. To kick off my research in this thread
of experimentation, I decided to try to answer a
difficult question: why and how is interaction different
in these spaces than in physical ones? How can I
mimic this weird, bodiless communication experience
in the physical world? Might that highlight some of the
weird communication issues we might be dismissing?
Enter the Bodiless Box. For this experiment, I
attempted to go about my day without a body. Using a
Dan-sized cardboard box, I walked through the streets
of Providence, starting at the studio and ending at
Kennedy Plaza, a commuter hub.
Throughout this journey I engaged the locals in trivial
conversation, attempting to simply get directions.
The majority of strangers had very little interest in
communicating with a box, likely for the obvious
reason of it being ridiculous. Those who did engage
with me did so briefly, with minimal engagement
beyond pointing me in the right direction.

Things got a little more interesting when I arrived at
the Plaza. Those waiting for their bus seemed to have
their interest piqued by the walking brown obelisk,
and a few engaged me both conversationally and
physically (through some playful shoving). Those who
tried to communicate with me scanned my exterior
for a point to access me conversationally. Hidden
behind a two-way mirror at eye-level in the box, I was
able to see the discomfort those around me had in
communicating with something without a proper face.
Who are you? Their faces seemed to ask, What are you
doing?
After I had decided that I’d had my boxy exterior
shoved around enough for one day, I figured it was
time to go learn more about other experiences while
being (kind of) bodiless. I had learned (in part from
numerous shoves) that I hadn’t necessarily removed
my body as much as I had abstracted it. Nonetheless,
I was gaining something interesting from the
experience.
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MY FEAR OF BEING
WAS MITIGATED B
TO BE RECOGNIZE
42

G ANTAGONIZED
BY MY INABILITY
ED.
43
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My shell had begun to bring me a level of comfort.
Not literally (it felt like I was wearing a furnace) but
emotionally. I was a little more outgoing. I engaged
more strangers and my fear of being antagonized was
mitigated by my inability to be recognized. I felt selfassured and confident enough to march into a nearby
7-Eleven convenience store to buy some peanut
M&M’s. I was promptly thrown out by a very tall man.
“Try that at a Bank,” said the tall man, displeased with
my cardboard body. “See how they feel about what
you’re doing.”
On the walk back to the studio, I reflected on the
safety of the box. I may have felt comfortable, but
what about everyone else? While my anonymity and

inability to be read made me feel safe, others felt the
opposite.
Who could that be? Others wondered in discomfort.
Who could I be? I wondered in excitement.
This comfort made sense. The walls of the box were
the same walls that protect you while sending a text
when a phone call makes you feel too vulnerable.
While these types of walls are thin and can’t protect
you from much, they protect you in just the right
ways—your identity, your form, and your expression.
Can a connected fitness device do for fitness what
text messages do for physical interactions?
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Above: Sensory Deprivation Tank
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By this point that I had pretty successfully experienced
bodilessness from the perspective of others, but I
had never really felt removed from my own body.
Again, if we’re going to be analyzing connected fitness
experiences, it’s important to know how we physically
relate to virtual networks.
I decided the next logical step in achieving
bodilessness was to try sensory deprivation. Floating
— which is the more appealing name for sensory
deprivation in a commercial setting, is the act of
taking a bath in a mix of water and five hundred
pounds of epsom salt in a pitch black, soundproofed
room. I had never spent one hundred dollars on a bath
before, so I figured, why not?

The location in Boston had a very “spa” feel. The
receptionist kindly escorted me to what I can only
describe as a water-sarcophagus and proceeded to
lock me in for an hour.
The appeal behind floating is that you (supposedly)
lose all feeling in your body and reach a euphoric level
of bodiless relaxation. My experience was a little less
than that. While I was on the cusp of feeling totally
free of my physical self, the smallest bead of salt
water rolled into my eye. In a moment I went from
near bodiless to, Oh my god I have a body and it is in
extreme discomfort. Long story short, it’s really hard to
not have a body.
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There was only so much I could learn from simulating
connected experiences through cardboard, so I seized
an opportunity to jump in with connected technology
and attended a surprise party virtually (via Skype).
What would happen If I tried to replicate that physical,
visceral excitement of a surprise party virtually?
I enjoyed about three hours of being passed around
from friend to friend, being left on fireplaces and even
forgotten in a pocket once or twice.
“Sorry, I just need to put you down for a minute,” said
whomever I happened to be burdening at the time. It
was strange. I wasn’t so much connected through the
phone as much as I had become the phone itself.
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IT WAS STRANGE. I WAS
CONNECTED THROUGH
AS I HAD BECOME THE
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SN’T SO MUCH
H THE PHONE AS MUCH
PHONE ITSELF.
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B
A

“Whoops! Sorry!
I dropped you!”

A
B
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Through all this research, one thing had become
clearer and clearer. If I wasn’t physically there for
someone to interact with, people needed something
tangible to embody me. How can you interact with
something you can’t fully access? A virtual presence
must share your environment. “The perception of
potential action within an environment generates
the experience of presence and embodiment in that
environment” (Rettie).
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Above: A glimpse of the
Telerobotic Dan prototype.
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2A : V I RTUAL BODY

NOTEWO RTHY INSIGHT S
When communicating with someone virtually, they need
something like an object or an avatar for you to embody.

There's a huge comfort in having an limited or abstracted
body, particularly when there's anonymity.

It's very hard to actually physically achieve bodilessness.
You're always somehow tethered to your physical self.
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2B: DEFINING FITNESS
What makes a successful ﬁtness experience, and how might
we motivate someone to engage with one?
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What exactly is it that the aspirant athlete wants?
In order to motivate something, it’s important to
understand what the desired outcome is. Is it weight
loss? Is it being able to lift their child? Is it simply to
live healthier?
There’s a large variety of targets that those who
exercise try to hit, especially those who haven’t quite
made the commitment to a fitness regimen. Fitness is
something different to everyone.
In lieu of narrowing my user earlier on in the process, I
sought to find some commonalities in existing fitness
experiences. What is fitness to everyone else? What
makes a successful fitness experience? Are there
truths that span users and demographics?

Previous: A card game
developed to help identify
fitness perceptions.
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FI TNES S

/ 'fitn s/
e

Noun
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My investigation in this thread began with a search
for common themes in emotion. How do people really
feel about fitness? I drafted up a survey.
The survey questions were arranged in pairs, and
participants could choose to answer one or the other.
Each paired question asked something similar to its
counterpart, the main difference being that one had a
positive or neutral spin, and the other a negative.
Why would I do this? Well, while I was interested the
actual answers, I was also interested in getting an
understanding of a population’s relationship with
fitness, particularly whether it’s positive or negative.
Exercising is hard enough as it is, but how does it
make people feel? What is at play here beyond the

physical? I could have, of course, literally asked, “do
you have a positive or negative relationship with
fitness,” but people tend to be a bit dishonest when
you ask them something that might make them feel
a bit vulnerable. Their decision and tone would likely
expose more information than just asking. If there’s
anything I’ve learned from my research with fitness,
it’s that exercise makes people feel vulnerable.
The majority of participants were more inclined to
answer the questions from a negative angle. For
example, most participants, when asked to write about
their best workout experience versus their worst, went
into great detail about their most unpleasant time
exercising.
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IF EXERCISING IS UNCO
PHYSICALLY AND EMOTI
ANYONE DO IT AT ALL? M
EXERCISING MIGHT BE E
64

MFORTABLE BOTH
IONALLY, WHY WOULD
MY ASSUMPTION: NOT
EVEN WORSE.
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In an effort to get more detail about the negative
experiences surrounding fitness, I left a survey box
in a somewhat secluded corridor by the entrance to
Brown University’s Nelson Fitness Center. On the box
was the prompt: When I Don’t Work Out, I Feel _______.
If exercising is uncomfortable physically and
emotionally, why would anyone do it at all? My
assumption: not exercising might be even worse.
After retrieving the box, I organized the information.
There were a whopping one hundred and four
negative responses compared to only thirteen positive
responses (and a few odd in-between ones).The
quantity of negative responses wasn’t that surprising,
but the severity of some of the notes was noteworthy.
The negative responses ranged in depth of sadness,
from things like “I feel like poopy,” to “I feel like I hate
myself.”
It sucks to work out and, clearly, it sucks to not work
out. If we’re motivating a fitness experience, could
it be enough to simply find a way to make the whole
experience less emotionally uncomfortable?
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Right: A breakdown of all
of the results from the
"Fitness Feelings" survey box.
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What better way is there to understand discomfort in
fitness than to hit it head on? I decided to step into
the shoes of my user, the aspirant athlete. To do this, I
attempted to try as many fitness activities as I could.
It didn’t take long for me to find the edge of my
comfort zone.
By recommendation of the Graduate Program Director
Andy Law, I looked into trying the November Project
— a free, community driven workout club that meets
twice a week in Boston. This was a great opportunity
for me to meet some potential participants for later in
the design phase of the thesis and a great opportunity
for me to wrap my head around an unnaturally
successful brand of fitness.
The November Project is driven by social motivators
and operates primarily through social media.
November Project lures you into a fitness driven
community, then leverages social pressures by
threatening its participants with social repercussions
for missing workouts. If you sign up for a workout and
no-show, you risk getting an angry phone call or you
may get called out on Facebook.
“...Embarrassing photos [are] lifted from the shamed
member’s Facebook profile or supplied by friends.
[Facebook posts] go on to explain that this person
committed to attending a workout—made a #verbal,
in tribe-speak—but reneged. Screenshots of text
messages and emails confirming said #verbal are
posted, along with guesses as to why the absentee
might have failed to show up — anything from 'you
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must have gotten too drunk the night before' to
'perhaps you were lost on a Segway tour.' It’s an
elaborate expression of profound disappointment
in the offending person, and there are hundreds of
examples on the website" (Brown).
This is where it gets complicated. “When your goals,
attitudes, or values are shaped by external motivators,
it’s unlikely you’ll stay satisfied or committed for long"
(Brown). Research from behavior experts shows that
when it comes to motivation, intrinsic is much more
reliable and healthy than extrinsic. This is the reason
that many fitness trackers see a falloff in usage after a
few months. While gamification of fitness tracking can
make the experience more enjoyable and help build a
positive relationship, users must want to exercise for
the right reasons.
Apart from the November Project’s social extortion,
there was something else about my experience that
was worth noting. I never went.
November Project workouts were held every Monday
and Wednesday morning. Every Monday and
Wednesday morning for about two months I would
wake up, panic about what would happen during this
workout, and succumb to my crippling (and until that
point, unnoticed) fitness performance anxiety.
Even if the November Project saw results in
motivation beyond intrinsic, it's not for everyone. What
may be a social motivator or initiator for some is a
sizable barrier for others.
Right: November Project
members charge the stairs in
Cambridge, MA.
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This wasn’t exclusive to the November Project. As
I began to explore other fitness brands and other
activities, the same discomfort crept in. Zumba,
CrossFit, yoga, and even simply running with a friend
seemed impossibly uncomfortable.
Turns out it wasn’t just me. To validate that this was
a common issue, I reached out to my network to
confirm some suspicions. I wasn’t surprised to find
that those who didn’t often work out had a level of
discomfort when trying a new workout experiences.
I was surprised, however, to find out that people who
exercise regularly and people who identify as athletes
also shared this discomfort.
“I didn’t feel comfortable lifting in the gym until I had
familiarized myself with working out through YouTube
videos,” an aspirant athlete and friend shared. “Even
then, I didn’t like to go when too many people were
around.
What exactly is it about trying a new workout
experience that’s so anxiety inducing?
It’s the idea of trying your physically best, struggling
in a strange room full of new people and having them
see how potentially bad you are at something. You're
exposed and vulnerable.
“It’s embarrassing,” shared another aspirant. “I’m not a
very good runner, so having [a partner] that I can’t keep
up with is kinda a nightmare.”

Now, one might think that because of this discomfort
around other people when exercising that the obvious
solution here is to work out alone. But that also has
its own challenges. There’s knowledge gaps in how
to exercise, low access to equipment, and getting
started can be more of a challenge. While desire to
exercise should be rooted in intrinsic motivators, there
are proven benefits from making exercise social.
“Extrinsic motives for body related outcomes [are]
highly rated for initiating physical activity programs"
(Ryan).
Take CrossFit, for example. CrossFit is often referred
to as a lifestyle, culture, and by many of its haters,
a cult. What CrossFit has done exceptionally well is
create an open and (at least seemingly) inclusive
community around its brand.
The first thing that happens before any CrossFit
workout is a forced level of social interaction.
Everyone stands around in a circle, says their name
and something personal about themselves. Every
workout ends with a fist bump and a high-five. The
social aspects of CrossFit span beyond the workouts
as well. CrossFit “boxes,” which is what they insist
on calling their gyms, double as spaces for social
gatherings and parties. CrossFit doesn’t just want you
to exercise in their gym, they want your entire network
to exercise in their gym.
But this, too, is not for everyone. For every person this
motivates, it discourages another from even starting.
How are you supposed to grow your healthy social
network if it’s the network that intimidates you?

Left: CrossFitters exchange
high-fives after a lift.
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HOW ARE YOU SUPPO
YOUR HEALTHY SOCIA
THE NETWORK THAT I
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SED TO GROW
AL NETWORK IF IT'S
INTIMIDATES YOU?
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So, have we defined fitness? Is there a working
definition for everyone? What makes a successful
fitness experience?
While everyone I spoke to along the way had different
fitness goals and they were all going about achieving
them different ways, I’m confident in saying that
fitness is the pursuit of improving oneself physically
through exercise.
That being said, the definition is not the most
important takeaway from this thread of experiments.
What’s more important is what the identification of
what makes this pursuit successful.
First, we learned that there are some complex social
barriers when it comes to fitness. Many of those
barriers are intertwined with social motivators. How
might we untangle the motivators from the barriers?
Comfort is a critical factor in creating a successful
fitness experience.
Second is the social aspect. On an intimate
scale, there’s person to person accountability and
dependency, which can often be found by simply
having an exercise partner. There’s a slightly larger
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scale, which can be found by engaging in a yoga or
Zumba class with some friends. On the largest scale
is the community, which is where you’ll find a positive
lifestyle support network. If so many of these fitness
brands are starting to capitalize on social benefits in
fitness, can we find a way to make this work for the
aspirant athletes?
Lastly, it’s incredibly important to acknowledge that
when people exercise, they look for something —
the data. One of the gripes that I (and many of my
experiment participants) had was that there is a
massive level of ambiguity with fitness. Am I doing it
correctly? Am I doing it well? Am I progressing?
This is one of the only promising things that
connected fitness recognizes: — the value of data.
Tracking biometrics is great, but also limited. The
reason for knowing your steps and your heart rate is
clear, but that data is meaningless without some sort
of reference or significant value. How might we give
more value to exercise data? What does it really mean
to meet a step goal?
How can we apply these three critical success factors
to connected fitness?

FI TNES S

/ 'fitn s/
e

Noun
The pursuit of improving oneself
physically through exercise.
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Above: Rowing during an attempt
to get into the shoes of the
aspirant athlete.

2B : D E FINING FITNES S

NOTEWO RTHY INSIGHTS
Key factors in a successful ﬁtness experience are: socialization,
comfort and data.

Solving for discomfort could be a promising way to help motivate a
ﬁtness experience.

Discomfort and social motivators and somewhat intertwined.
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2C: MATERIALIZING
SOCIAL MEDIA
How might the changing deﬁnition of social
affect ﬁtness?
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AS THE DEFINITION OF
WAY WE INTERACT AND
CHANGES, HOW WILL T
OF FITNESS BE AFFECT
82

F SOCIAL AND THE
D ENGAGE SOCIALLY
THE SOCIAL ASPECTS
TED?
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What the hell does social media have to do with
fitness?
Well, as we’ve just learned, there’s a huge social
element to many successful fitness types. In addition,
if we’re talking about implementing connected
technology, it’s impossible to ignore what one
of connected technology’s primary functions is:
connecting people.

As the definition of social and the way we interact and
engage socially changes, how will the social aspects
of fitness be affected?

Think for a moment about your network. Think about
all of the people you know and how you maintain your
relationships.

Many connected fitness devices and systems
have caught onto this. Look at Fitbit and Strava,
for example. Understanding the value of having a
supportive fitness network, both of these platforms
have extensive internal social media. Through Strava,
you can compare your run or bike ride to your friends,
family, and even star athletes. Through Fitbit, you
can challenge friends to reach new step goals and
connect with a supportive community.

Human interaction and relationships have changed
dramatically over the past ten to fifteen years. If I
had gone to college before the age of social media, I
would have no idea how many of my old classmates
are pregnant, or how many are eating lobster at any
given moment. I have no shortage of passive social
media relationships with many old and nearly expired
friendships. I still strangely have a relationship with
these people that I no longer know physically —
though it’s not quite the same as it was.

While their hearts may be in the right place, is
having a digital social media platform exclusively for
exercising the right way to go about applying modern
socialization to fitness? Maybe for some, but fitness
is tough. While specialized social media platforms are
on the rise (i.e. LinkedIn for your business self, Tinder
for your single self), for most, Fitness isn’t so much
something you talk about as much as it is something
you do. I won’t argue that there isn’t a value to building
a network of health-conscious people, but there are

Previous: Students Sophia Spitulnik,
Ben Han and Lu Zhang's mapped
emoji usage to a game of Twister.
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obvious limits to having a social circle that you can
simply uninstall with virtually no repercussions.
Social media is still very new. We communicate with
so many people in a multitude of odd ways. While
there is an unwritten etiquette for most platforms,
we’re still fumbling to figure out how to understand all
of these new digital environments.
There’s no rulebook for social media. The space is
unclear and undefined. We have created these unique
virtual spaces where we have disjointed identities
— bodiless extensions of ourselves. Filtered and
dishonest, our social media identities are often the
coolest and most competent versions of ourselves.
So how can we get a better understanding of this
space? How can we gather information beyond
counting “likes?” I looked to a teaching opportunity
to answer these questions and to better define virtual
space.

Previous: Student Isabelle Haijan's
recreated layers of social media
privacy using garments.
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Fellow graduate student Jonathan Melendez Davidson
and I taught a class called Materializing Social
Media. In this class, we drove students to push the
boundaries of social media to find new ways to collect
both qualitative and quantitative information.
One of the simpler experiments we performed was
to simply reframe an array of social media platforms.
What happens when we take a social media and try to
recreate it in a physical space?
Experiments like this yielded interesting results. The
way we navigate interactions in social media is unique
to each platform. This forced us all to consider both
interaction design and how people collect and share
information on social media.

Right: Students' remapping of the
popular social media platform
Instagram in physical space.
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Not all of our experiments were prescribed. We felt
it important for the students, who had a different
relationship and perspective on social media, to
design their own methods. Our prompt to the students
was simple: design an experiment that provoked from
within a social media platform to elicit a measurable
reaction. Three students, Wynn Geary, Henry Song
and Liz Lu stepped up and presented an idea for a
challenging provocation.

Each student reacted differently to their privacy being
turned inside out. One student embraced the celebrity,
spending much of the day engaged with the live
stream, parading around in his underwear. The others
spend much of the day ignoring the camera, unsure of
how and when to engage.

Each student offered to spend twenty four
consecutive hours streaming their lives via Facebook
Live: a continuous, uninterrupted streaming service
offered by Facebook.

While their manifestation of the information collected
was impressive (they measured discomfort, likes,
views, and comments and delivered a graphic),
the most interesting insight was that the lines that
defined what social media could be were blurred.
Social media, which we often think of as exclusively
inhabiting in virtual space, dipped into the physical.

Over the course of the day, friends of the students
would chime in, expecting to be entertained. “Dance
for me,” one friend prompted.

What does this mean for fitness? Can we rethink how
we use the data collected from fitness devices and
return them to the physical space?
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Mid Right: Student Wynn Geary's
mapping of discomfort after
24 hours of livestreaming.

Far Right: Liz Lee's comment feed during 24 hours
of livestreaming.
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Above: Isabelle Haijan's social
media reflective garment in full.
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2C : MATERIALIZING S O C IA L M ED IA

NOTEWO RTHY INSIGHTS
Social media can expand beyond virtual space and into the
physical space.

Social media is changing what it means to be social.
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ANALYSIS
What are our insights, and how do they all relate?
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What have we learned? What are our insights, and
which of them are actionable? How can we turn this
data into a designed outcome to help motivate an
aspirant athlete to engage with a fitness experience?
We have gathered insights on virtual interaction,
fitness, and social media, but we don’t quite know
how they overlap. To get a better understanding of
all of these spaces, their relationships, and points
of potential design intervention, I decided to make
a map of all of the variables in the spaces covered.
Those variables were: potential users, types of fitness,
fitness goals, social media platforms, and virtual
communication platforms.
Using thread, I connected the variables where there
is an existing relation. For example, female older
adults might prefer water aerobics with an end
goal of socialization and rehabilitation, so those
would be connected with thread. But what virtual
communication platforms exist for those users and
/ or those goals? This is an example of opportunity
area and the function of this map — to identify
opportunities.
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After trying dozens of combinations of relations and
opportunities, I kept being led back to the aspirant,
yet apprehensive athlete. While there are plenty of
“Couch to 5K” programs for aspirant athletes, there’s
an underdesigned area and untapped opportunity to
address discomfort. To design an object or system to
help this person not just improve their physical health,
but to bring them safety and confidence with fitness.
How might we bring fitness into this user’s comfort
zone? This is where our understanding of virtuality
and social media come in.
For this graduate thesis, I set out with a simple
question — how might I design a way to motivate a
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fitness experience through connected technology?
The box stuff, the surveys, the workout classes, and
the social media experiments had all been in service
to answering this question.
While we have an understanding of healthy and
successful fitness motivation being primarily intrinsic,
it’s impossible to ignore that even the most motivated
aspirant athlete must deal with a variety of emotional
disablers. It became clear to me that the best way that
technology and social media can intervene in enabling
a fitness experience is not by attempting to motivate
one, but by reducing its psychological and emotional
disablers and discomforts.

Where Connected
Fitness is Lacking
Opportunity Zone

COMFORT

SOCIAL

DATA

Where Connected
Fitness Excels
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THE BEST WAY THAT TECH
MEDIA CAN INTERVENE IN
EXPERIENCE IS NOT BY AT
ONE, BUT BY REDUCING IT
EMOTIONAL DISABLERS AN
102

HNOLOGY AND SOCIAL
N ENABLING A FITNESS
TTEMPTING TO MOTIVATE
TS PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
ND DISCOMFORTS.
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MAKING
How can we leverage our insights to create
a designed intervention?
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How can we synthesize all of this information into
a designed outcome? How can we solve for not
just motivating, but enabling a comfortable fitness
experience?
Where design begins and ends is up for debate, but
the “Design” section of this book focuses on problem
solving through object creation, whereas the “Method”
section focused more on problem identification.
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D E SI G N 1:

OUTWAR D DATA WEARA B LE
Bicycle Brake Tube
necklace to allow for
compression without
choking the user.

Five Panels combine
to one when fitness
goal is reached.

Springs between panels
compress to allow object
to change form.

INSIGHTS ACTIONED: Physical Social Media, Meaningful Data, Socialized Motivators.
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Many connected fitness devices and systems
advertise their data tracking and feedback, but much
of this data becomes irrelevant and uninteresting.
How can we give fitness data a little more value?
Could creating a new value for fitness data help
motivate people to exercise?
Most current fitness data lives in whatever app your
fitness tracker is connected with. Some of these
apps might have a social aspect so you can compare
your steps or performance with your friends, but this
information is easily dismissed and doesn’t often
leave the tracker platform. This information is mostly
for your eyes only.
Understanding that social media can reflect into the
physical space, can we do the same with fitness data?
What would happen to our relationship with fitness if
those around us could access our tracked biometrics?

To test this, I designed a haptic necklace. As you
approach your step goals for the day, the necklace
would change shape and form — something
noticeable for you and those around you.
Ultimately, the concept was abandoned. While I do
think there’s value in turning the inward fitness data
outward, this doesn’t address the disabling discomfort
around fitness. It might even amplify said discomfort.
Why would someone wear this if they are prone to
being embarrassed about not reaching a fitness
goal? Additionally, this object suffers from the same
thing that the app-based social platforms do. A
user can simply remove the object as they would
uninstall an app.
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HOW CAN WE LEVERAGE C
CAPTURE THE SOCIAL MO
PARTNER WITHOUT THE S
HAVING A RUNNING PARTN
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CONNECTED TECH TO
TIVATORS OF A RUNNING
OCIAL DISCOMFORTS OF
NER?
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D E SI G N 2:

RUNN I NG ROBOT
Elevated Height to remove
the RC car feel.

Off-Road Wheels to
traverse pavement and
trail alike.

Lightweight Plastic Shell
to keep weight low and
protect electronics.

INSIGHTS ACTIONED: Physical Social Media, Meaningful Data, Social Fitness Motivators, 		
				
Social Fitness Discomfort, Virtual Embodiment.
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Research shows that exercising with a partner has
noticeable benefits — especially when it comes to
running. While there’s no shortage of running apps
and connected running devices, there’s a missed
opportunity to capture the essence of a running
partner virtually.
Having a running partner isn’t really as simple as it
sounds, while there are benefits, we still have that
roadblock of “I’m not comfortable exercising in front
of my friends.” If you could only run a mile, would you
really feel comfortable going for a morning jog with
your marathon-running friend?
This is where there is an opportunity for design. How
can we leverage connected technology to capture
the social motivators of a running partner without the
social discomforts of having a running partner?
Enter the Running Robot. We understand that when
communicating with someone virtually, it’s helpful to
have some sort of physical avatar to embody the other
person. Why not have said person be embodied by a
robot?

The Running Robot is a portable device that rolls
alongside the user during a run. By uploading a
friend’s previously recorded running data to the robot,
said friend is embodied in the device, and the user can
simulate the experience of running with a partner.
Who cares what a robot thinks? By having the friend
not physically present, the user can exercise without
fear of judgement or discouragement, thus untangling
the fear from the motivator.
While the robot’s heart was in the right place, I
came across a few unavoidable technical and
user experience issues in testing this. First of all,
if we’re talking about designing for a user that is
self conscious about exercising in front of people,
why would we then have them parade through
a neighborhood with a robot? That’s next level
embarrassing. Secondly, a running robot is hard
to control and program, and would likely be a bit
unaffordable. The test robot we used became more
agility training than a running partner, as it kept
aggressively dashing at my user. What happens when
this device rolls into traffic?
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F I NA L D E S IGN:

VIRTUA L R UNNING PART N ER
Triple LED for partner
distance orientation.

Strap Slot for
arm mounting.

Rounded Edges for
reduced skin irritation.

INSIGHTS ACTIONED: Physical Social Media, Meaningful Data, Social Fitness Motivators, 		
				
Social Fitness Discomfort, Virtual Embodiment.
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This, is the first prototype of the Virtual Running
Partner. It started as an attempt to embody the
concept of the Running Robot. This is what birthed
RUN2.
Using a basic laser cut form and three different
color LEDs, the user would know whether or not
their connected running partner was in front of them
based on which light was illuminated. The question
here became whether or not a light was enough for a
running partner to embody.
How minimal can we really make a running partner?
What do they need to do in order to give the illusion of
presence?

The Virtual Running Partner is what I like to call the
Minimum Viable Embodiment, or MVE. What are
the vital things that a user might need in a running
partner? Everything else was unnecessary. From
testing and research, it became clear that this light
needed a level of interaction and animation. If the user
acted, the embodied entity needed to react or interact.
Filtering out some of the functions of a running
partner wasn’t just good for keeping the design clear
and focused; it was actually a great opportunity to
filter out some of the negative aspects of having a
physical running partner as well.
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Above: Early prototypes of
RUN2 show different ways
to equip the device.
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THE EM OT I ON A L E XP E RI E N CE
What is the most uncomfortable moment for people
exercising with a friend? When is the call to exercise,
and when does discomfort start showing its face?
For most, there is an excitement about exercise.
Anxiety doesn’t show its face until the moment of
exercise decision, when those involved start to get
cold feet. That’s when the excuses start to roll in.
Most workouts typically end on a high note as well.
The most difficult part of the workout for most is
the start and the duration of the experience. This, in
my opinion, is where most current connected fitness
devices and systems fail.
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There’s a logic to having a relationship with certain
connected fitness devices and systems before and
after your workout. Research does show evidence
that compliance with fitness routines is improved
when users plan things in advance, and seeing
improvements in data after a workout can add some
instant gratification to an otherwise meaningless
mundane exercise. That being said, we’re designing
for motivating a fitness experience through removal of
barriers. That means that this device needs to have an
active role in those uncomfortable moments. Those
uncomfortable moments tend to be the moment of
the call and the duration of the workout.

There is a noticeable relationship between discomfort and motivation in a fitness experience. When surveyed, most
users said they were excited and optimistic about trying new fitness experiences - but something changed when it
came down to the wire. How could this device change the relationship between comfort and motivation?

SOCIAL

SOLO

RUN2

Call to Exercise

Moment of
Decision
Motivation

Exercise Begin

Discomfort

During Exercise

Exercise End

Recovery &
Reflection
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T HE OBJ E C T
I’ll preface this by saying that I’m in no way an
engineer. Designers, whether industrial, interaction,
user experience, service or whatever else exists or has
existed must always learned to cope and ultimately
work around the fact that they can’t become an expert
in everything. While it’s stressful, it’s one of the most
exciting things about design — how to work around
what you don’t know.
In order to test the feasibility of the Virtual Running
Partner, I picked apart some of the important aspects
of the virtual experience that I could simulate.
Using an Arduino microcontroller, an accelerometer,
a laser pointer, and a micro servo motor, I was able
to create a vital part of the experience of the virtual
running partner.
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VIB R ATION
As we have learned through the virtual body thread
of experimentation, when communicating with
someone virtually, it’s beneficial to have something to
embody that person or to have some sort of avatar to
communicate through.
How can we ensure RUN2 does this, and how can we
minimize this even further?
I decided to try removing the light entirely and
replacing the visual of the virtual running partner
with directional vibration. The benefits seemed too
good to pass up. The device would become smaller,
its location could move to somewhere a traditional
accessory might live… but would this be enough to
achieve the MVE? And what about orientation? How
does it feel to pass or be passed by someone? How
do you know if you’re ahead or behind your partner?

By having a series of wrist-mounted vibration
modules, the location of the running partner would be
indicated by a sensation in their direction, signaling to
the user to either speed up or slow down.
While the benefits were enticing, this concept failed to
achieve the MVE. The absence of the visual detracted
from the partner experience.
This wasn’t a total loss, though. Thinking about the
vibration and the success my test users had with
keeping pace through hearing each others' breathing, I
decided that vibration could be used to communicate
the virtual partner’s pace to the user. Now, once the
user’s pace meets that of their running partner, the
projection disappears and is replaced by the pulsing
of the virtual partner’s pace. As they fall behind, the
projection reappears in front of them. Should they
pass their partner, the pulsation fades, and the user is
left with no feedback.
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BODY TY P E S
Designing for a variety of body types was a challenge.
I'm not just talking male forms and female forms, but
large forms, thin forms, and pretty much everything
in-between. Being uncomfortable in social fitness
situations doesn’t affect one gender or one body type,
so the object I designed needed to be appealing to a
broad array of people.
One of the reasons minimizing to the vibration-only
system seemed appealing was that I had more
flexibility in where the object could be placed (i.e.
wrist, waist). Projecting light requires a certain level of
stability, which is something that you don’t find in a lot
of places while you’re running.
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The head seems like a
good place, but users
worried they might look
a bit ridiculous.

The upper arm has
a little too much
movement.

The shoulder is a
promising spot,
but mounting is
more complicated
and troublesome.

The ankle would
be discreet, but the
leg has too much
movement.

The wrist would be
familiar and great for
simple vibration, but
stability is lost on the
projection version.

The chest has tons
of stability, and the
arms don't interfere
with the projection.
The hips have a
little too much
movement when
running.

The shoe / foot also
moves way too much.
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C OLLA BORAT I ON
While RUN2 is a tool for getting access to a virtual
running partner, there is an unavoidable level of
gamification that happens here – especially when
you tie in matchmaking. When we think about games,
many of us also think about leaderboards, winning,
and in the case of running: racing. While I do want
people to beat their best time, this device’s primary
directive is support, not competition.
If you’re self-conscious the speed, pace, or distance
you can run, the last thing you want is to be beat by
a stranger. Research shows that collaboration yields
stronger results than competition. That’s why I made
the change to RUN2’s function to pairing you with a
partner, not necessarily an opponent.
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Virtual Filter

Judgement
Competition
Collaboration
Accountability
Support and Feedback
Visibility of Discomfort
Conversation

Physical Parter

Virtual Partner
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C OMMUN I C AT I ON
What do we really need to communicate?
While I knew early on I was filtering a physical running
partner into something that had reduced interaction,
the limit of those interactions wasn’t quite defined.
I didn’t invent the idea of running in pairs. It’s been
done for as long as running has been a thing. Why do
people do it? Yes, we’ve covered the technical fitness
benefits, but what do people get out of it emotionally?
It’s an important question that really needed
consideration, as I was designing a quasi-social
running experience. The key to the depth of interaction
in RUN2 rested on this question.
Earlier in my research I had interviewed two athletes
about running socially. They shared that they
talk almost continuously when running together.
Somewhere between therapy and a distraction from
running, the two runners would often use this time to
get everything out, physical and emotional.
Could this apply to my user? Should this device be
paired with a phone call to make a run a little more
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manageable or even a little therapeutic? Would that
detract from the simplicity?
To test that this was right for my user, I ran an
experiment with an aspirant runner and a frequent
runner.
Atulya, the aspirant runner, and Kasia, the frequent
runner, met me outside Brown University’s gym. I
gave them the lowdown on their imminent run. Kasia
and Atulya would be running with each other, just not
together. They would run opposite directions of one
another and meet back at the gym after ten minutes.
For the entirety of the run they would be connected via
phone call.
What did they talk about?
Almost nothing. Because Atulya wasn’t quite as adept
a runner as Kasia, she lacked the ability to uphold a
conversation and run at the same time. That being
said, just because she wasn’t able to communicate
anything doesn’t necessarily mean she didn’t want to
communicate anything.
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Above: Kasia and Atulya reflect on
their running experience.
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During our post-run reflection, the two runners filled
me in about how they felt about their experience.
Atulya was delighted. “I don’t really like running with
other people, but this was a really happy compromise.
Just hearing her breathing was enough to make me
push myself a little further. It paced me.”
“Running at night is scary sometimes,” Kasia shared.
“It felt like I wasn’t alone, which was really nice.”
When asked what they wanted to communicate, they
both mentioned wanting to make sure the other runner
was doing okay.
With this knowledge, I opted against of having a full
conversation flowing between users (as Atulya also
mentioned she might be discouraged if she physically
couldn’t uphold a conversation). I decided that limiting
the conversation to simple, nonverbal interchange
through the object would be the best way to go about
conversation.
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Testing 2
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TESTI NG
User feedback was critical. Not just for the interface
and holistic user experience, but for the finer details.
Most of my users held strong opinions on the
technical aspects of my object.
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The horizontal torso band, which I had thought would
be a success, was my most disliked design decision.
While I assumed safety in designing something that
would be placed where a traditional torso-mounted
heart rate monitor would be placed, I was mistaken.
Considering my users diverse body types, horizontal
lines are never a good option, as they can often make
things appear wider.

The form of the object itself was criticized heavily as
well. The original boxy shapes were too clunky and felt
a little too Iron Man-like, especially with their arbitrary
central torso placement.
Lastly, the color was a big learning opportunity.
Most of my users, while they liked the bright colored
exercise clothes, never quite felt like it was for them.
Many of their body types were never represented.
Additionally, while patterns and color are acceptable,
subtlety is key for the aspirant athlete. The last thing
you want to do when you’re not confident in doing
something is stand out.

Above: A prototype of RUN2
projecting a virtual partner in the
form of an X.
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sketches pt 2
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iterations
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Above: Color exploration of RUN2.
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THE FINAL DESIGN
RUN2 as we know it
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FEATURES A ND FUNCTIONALITY
Faceted and Angular to
replicate jewelry aesthetic.

Soft Silicon Rubber to
ensure comfort when wearing /
impact resistance.

Vibration Module to
feel running partner's pace.

Radiates Light from behind
based on running partner's
preferences.
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Magnetic Backing Panel to
snap on the inside of clothing.

Hidden Projection Lamp
for projecting light embodying
running partner.

Tap to Communicate
basic information to
running partner.
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THE PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE
1

Using the RUN2
app, invite
a friend
for
Download
the RUN2
app and
either
a run or
paired
upfor
with
a stranger
invite
a get
friend
to go
a run
or get
throughup
RUN2’s
paired
with amatchmaking
stranger through
system.matchmaking system.
RUN2’s

2
Tap the RUN2 to let your partner know
you’re ready. When your RUN2 flashes,
you’ll know your partner is ready, too.
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3

Start running! If you fall behind your partner, their projection will start
to pull ahead. As
you
catch When
up to meet
their
pace, their projection will
Start
running!
you fall
behind
fall back. If you
maintain
your
partner,your
their partners
projectionpace,
pullsyou’ll feel their pace via
pulsing vibration.
ahead. When you pick up their pace to
meet theirs, the projection falls back. If
you maintain your partners pace, you’ll
feel their pace via pulsing vibration.

5

4

After you’ve finished, review your run
and congratulate your partner! While
you’re at it, schedule your next run!

Taplet
the
RUN2
to to communicate
with
To
your
partner
know how you’re
your partner.
taps Once
for “I’mfor
doing
doing,
tap theTwo
device.
good, twice
well,”
a
prolonged
tap
for
“I
need
a and three
if you need to catch your breath,
second,”
three
taps
for “You’re
times
to and
cheer
them
on.
killing it!”
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MAT C HMA KI N G
What if you don’t have a friend who wants to run
with you? One of the most important parts of having
a healthy lifestyle is having a supportive network.
Many platforms, whether they be fitness franchises or
connected fitness systems, capitalize on the idea of
the fitness community.
This is why one of the most important features of the
RUN2 is the matchmaking system. If you don’t have
access to a fit friend or have no desire to run with one,
the RUN2 will find someone with a comparable fitness
level to pair you with.
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VARIABLE CONNECTIONS
FAMILIAR

SCHEDULED

SYNCHRONOUS

UNFAMILIAR

SPONTANEOUS

ASYNCHRONOUS

What are the various types of interactions users may have through RUN2, and how do all of these variables
intersect? Pictured above is the most ideal scenario: friends spontaneously running together simultaneously. Here,
one user would prompt the other through the RUN2 app. After accepting the invite, the rest of the event’s
interactions would occur through the RUN2 device. When ready, users would then innitiate their run with a
prolonged tap on the side of the device.
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Familiar / Scheduled / Synchronous

Unfamiliar / Scheduled / Synchronous

This would likely be the most common situation and
would yield the best results, as accountability to a friend
would likely be higher than with a stranger. Users
coordinate a scheduled event through the RUN2 app
and begin at the agreed upon time.

By scheduling with a stranger in advance through the
matchmaking system, the benefits of accountability are
still intact. Because building one’s healthy network is as
important is building a routine, users can also opt to
schedule their next run with the same partner.

Familiar / Spontaneous / Asynchronous

Unfamiliar / Spontaneous / Synchronous

In this situation, users can select their friends’ most
recent event and run with it. This run data can be pulled
from other fitness tracking platforms as well as RUN2’s.
If a user sets a specific friend as a running partner,
this can all be done using the RUN2 device
without the phone.

Assuming that there are multiple people who are primed
and ready for a run, users can simply tap their device to
activate the matchmaking system to get synced up with
another runner. No phones necessary.

Familiar / Scheduled / Asynchronous

Unfamiliar / Spontaneous / Asynchronous

Keeping a consistent workout schedule is hard for one
person, let alone two. If a user’s partner doesn’t show up
for a scheduled run, the user will be paired with their
friend’s most recent event. This is the same interaction
for running against one’s own data.

In the event that there are no users of a similar fitness
level running with RUN2, users will be paired up with a
stranger’s previously recorded run data.

Self / Asynchronous

Unfamiliar / Scheduled / Asynchronous

Running with yourself is proven beneficial, expecially with
with women.
UsersUsers
can either
schedule
a runathrough
women
(Apicella).
can either
schedule
run through
the RUN2 app or simply set their RUN2’s “tap to start”
interaction to set their previous event as their partner.

While they wouldn’t be scheduling with another users,
the scheduling aspect of RUN2 is great for building a
healthy running routine. In this situation, accountability
is reduced.
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USER SETS AVAILABILITY
Using the RUN2 app, the user sets the time range
in which they would be available to run. This opens
up the user to be invited by friends or other RUN2
users for a run that would fit into their schedule.

USER A

RUN2 SYNCS USER SCHEDULES

USER B

RUN2 will sync user and friends' schedules to
pinpoint the best time to be invited to exercise.
Users can be invited outside of this range by
their friends, but not by unfamiliar users.

USER GETS INVITED
After the perfect time for both users is found, one
user may invite the other to go for a run. If there
is no crossover in availability, the users may opt
to run with their partner's previous run data.
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RANGE OF
AVAILABILITY

User B has invited you for a run at 6:30!
Accept

Change TimeD eDecline

S C HE DUL I N G
For many users, time is an issue. Getting one user
available for a run is hard enough, getting two with
matching availability is even harder.
There are a few ways that RUN2 goes about
addressing this.
First is RUN2's scheduling system. RUN2 users input
the time range in which they would be available for
a run. With a network of data relating to availability,
users can more easily sync up with one another. Users
can be invited to run by other users outside of their
posted availability, but only by friends and those they
know.
Second, if a user can't sync up with a friend, running
asynchonously is always an option. Users have
the option of running with their friends' previously
recorded data.
Third, there's always going to be someone else
running. RUN2's matchmaking system helps users
find available partner's without complication.
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EMBODYI N G
With RUN2, the virtual running partner is embodied by
both the light and the device itself. But how can we
help push the idea of embodiment further? How can
we really make this device feel like it’s linking you to
another person?
Each RUN2 user selects a color to link with their
RUN2 profile. User A might choose red, while user B
might choose blue. When user A runs with user B,
their devices glows with each others’ selected color.
Therefore, user A’s device would glow blue while user
B’s device would glow red.
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COMMUNICATION GUIDE
SENDING:
The primary communication method for RUN2
users is through the RUN2 device itself. By tapping
the side of the device in an array of patterns,
users can send a variety of signals and messages
to their running partner.
.

Before

One prolonged tap will activate the
quickmatch feature for the user, linking
them up with a random person of a
comperable skill level. If one is unavailable,
then the user will be paired with another
user’s previously recorded run data.

During

Two taps communicates that the user is
doing well.

One prolonged tap will alert the running
partner that the user needs a breather. This
asyncronous event.
will pause an asynchronous
event.

Two taps will let the user’s partner know
that they are ready to begin.
Three taps will send positive reinforcement
to the user’s running partner.
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After

Three taps after a run sends positive
reinforcement the user’s running partner.

RECEIVING:
Receiving information from a running partner is
simple. All feedback and information is conveyed
through vibration and chime. Through upward
and downward intonation, users can decipher
both positive and negative messages.

Before

A prolonged vibration and upward
chiming
a upward
chime
means a running partner has been matched
or a friend has been connected.

Two short vibrations and an upward chime
means the user’s partner is ready.

Two prolonged vibrations and a countdown
chime means the event is about to begin.

During

After

Two vibrations and an upward chime means
the user’s partner is doing well.

One long vibration followed by a repetative
chime means that the event has ended.

A prolonged vibration and downward chime
means that the user’s partner needs to take
a moment.

Three short vibrations and multiple upward
chimes after a race means the user’s partner
is sending positive reinforcement.

Three short vibrations and multiple upward
chimes means the user’s partner is sending
positive reinforcement.
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GROWI N G
The primary application of RUN2 is to help those who
are having trouble taking the confident leap into the
fitness world – which is often considered the “Couch
to 5k” user in runner-speak. but how far does this
device take them?
For many, they feel a need to achieve a certain level
of fitness before exercising with someone else. It’s
important for this device to impart some positive
change in a person’s confidence with running,
therefore there might come a point where a runner
might outgrow RUN2 and no longer find need for a
filtered running companion. How might this device
grow with the user, and is it even ethical to force a
relationship with this device once the user has grown
confident enough to run with a physical partner?
So long as RUN2 doesn’t hold someone back and
constantly provides an authentic benefit for the user, I
think there is nothing wrong with this object having a
continued and growing relationship with the user.
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A LTERN AT E US E RS
Thinking about secondary users is important. If
we want our aspirant athletes to be able to build a
relationship with people who already run and to join or
build a healthy community, this device has to provide
something for those who don’t really suffer from the
same barriers that our primary user does.

Thinking back to Kasia’s run with Atulya, there
was a level of comfort that having Atulya on the
phone brought Kasia. If Kasia can benefit from the
companionship of another runner while being able
to maintain her music-driven, solo, head-clearing run,
then a device like RUN2 could be for her.

But who are those secondary users, and how could
this object help them?

THE DISPLACED PACER

THE FITNESS FAMILIAR
Companionship in running doesn’t just help those who
are intimidated by social exercise. But why wouldn’t
someone who is familiar with fitness simply run with a
friend over using RUN2?
There are many different types of social. Think about
the relationships you have with people you see in
person and think about the relationships you have
with those you’re Facebook friends with.
People often want to be social without actually being
social. These quasi-socialites might be active or
outspoken on social media platforms, and often a
bit more reserved in person. What is the socialized
fitness brand for this person?
My point here is that the idea of a quasi-social fitness
platform might be appealing to a broader audience
than just those who aren’t ready to run socially.
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Another potential use for this device could be
solving a problem people like myself often have –
an inconsistent schedule. Maintaining a consistent
exercise schedule and making it part of your routine
helps build healthy habits. How is one supposed to
maintain an active lifestyle with an exercise partner
if they are always traveling or they never know when
they’ll be free?
RUN2 can help this user in two ways. First, RUN2 can
provide a sort of telepresence running experience,
where two disconnected people can replicate the
experience of running together. Second, a run-withdata mode can provide the experience of running
with someone who already completed their run at a
different time.
Research also shows that people (women moreso
than men) can greatly benefit from competing against
themselves. If a user opts to run against their own
data, they can push themselves to beat their own
records.
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How do a variety of different users experience RUN2? The primary user is the Aspirant Athlete, which is a person
who isn’t quite comfortable exercising, but wants to get into it. The secondary users are the Fitness Familiar, who is
an avid runner and the Displaced Pacer, who is a runner with a seemingly impossible schedule.

Data Reflection can occur after a
run. The user can check the RUN2
app for a run breakdown on
performance and growth.

Speeding Up brings the virtual
projection closer, eventually
replacing it with a vibration
matching the partner’s pace.

RUN START

RUN END

Slowing Down causes
the virtual projection to
move ahead of the user.

The Finish Line can be
determined by distance or
route, and can be determined
before or during the run.
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DECISION MAP
USER

SPORT

FUNCTION

RELATION

DESIGN TYPE

Workout Tape

Running

Weight Training

Prompt

Aspirant Athlete

Yoga

Virtually Connect

Collaborative

Interface

Fit Person

Martial Arts

Change Environment

Competative

Object

Athlete

Team Sports

Revalue Data

Instructional

Service

Cycling

Social Media

Zumba

Water Aerobics

High Intensity Interval
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FORM

COMPLEXITY

FEEDBACK
MECHANISM

LOCATION

LOOK AND FEEL

Safe

Independant / Pocket

Hard

Wearable

Condition

Phone (Active)

Clip

Rounded

Augmented Reality

Conversation

Vibration

Wrist

Loud

Phone Application

Run Data

Light

Chest Strap

Fast

Emotion

Sound

Shoes

Subtle

Object (Active)

Head

Geometric

Arm Band

Soft

Rolling Device

Environmental

Connected

Technology

Fitness
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CONCLUSION
What did we learn from Body[less] Fitness?
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I know my goals.
I know how to get there.
I know how to measure my progress.
But I’m not ready.
Connected technology has helped us quantify fitness.
It has analyzed, dissected, collected and connected us
with our bodies and made science out of exercise.
But we are soft.
While understanding our bodies and having the tools
to improve it are both critically important, we need
something a little more human. Before people can
even act on motivation, we need to feel safe.

Connected fitness has undoubtedly come far, but if
there’s anything to take away from Body[less] Fitness,
it’s that it must now address our barriers. Connected
fitness must leverage the changing definition of social
to help us overcome the obstacles that prevent our
motivations from being acted upon.
I believe a device like RUN2 can help us get there.
Through RUN2, we can address and act upon the
complexity of social interaction in fitness. We can
dissolve the discomforts of a running partner and
discover motivation in what remains.
I know my goals.
I know how to get there.
I know how to measure my progress.
And now, I can take that leap.
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